
Tufts University Green Fund Application 

Name: 

Email: 

Project Title: 

One Sentence Description (This is how your project will be described on the Green Fund website): 

General Application Questions: 
1. What project would you like to fund with the Green Fund?

2. Who would you work with on this project? Who would need to be involved? (For
example: are there departments you would need to reach out to? If you are hosting an event,
you might need someone to help you set up and to help clean up afterwards. Do you need
permission from anyone to complete your project?) Include their role (collaborator, advisor,
vender, resource). Have they been confirmed?

Name and Title Role Status 

Role:

Campus:



3. What costs would be involved in your proposal? Please provide a rough budget.

4. What steps would you take to accomplish this project?

5. How would your project help the Tufts community?

What can I expect next? 
The Green Fund Committee will meet in early October and decide which projects to advance to 
the second round. These projects will be asked to fill out a more complete application (which can 
be found at go.tufts.edu/GreenFund) these applicants will also be asked to fill out a budget and 
Gantt chart for their project as well as gain letters of support from vital parties.  

https://tufts.box.com/s/yv9v6eib5a9zsc90mgb7pchnkag15fga
https://tufts.box.com/s/iiq8q11zb3js7bnqyynwnlt0nca1oc0g

	Name and TitleRow1: Issac Yang, Product Specialist, Cambridge Scientific
	RoleRow1: Collaborator
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	Name of Lead Applicant: Yamin Li 
	Email: Yamin.Li@tufts.edu
	Project Title: Lab equipment exchange and trade-in
	Description: This project aims to reduce the lab equipment waste, by facilitating exchange and trade-in of old/unused lab equipment.
	Project Description: Many labs have broken or functional but unwanted equipment which will eventually be dumped. Furthermore, many labs are using decades-old equipment which are not energy-efficient. Despite the more energy-efficient models are available, many PIs don't have the time or funding to upgrade. My project is to contact Tufts PIs, collect their old and unused equipment, facilitate trade-ins, and get new or refurbished equipment for them. We will also facilitate inter-lab equipment exchange at Tufts to more efficiently utilize the functional equipment that we already own. The Green Fund will pay off the shipping fees and differences of prices between traded and obtained items. I have had such experience in our lab and I would like to expand it to other labs at Tufts.   
	Role: [Staff]
	Campus: [Medford/Somerville ]
	Budget: This project will cost around $16000. $2000 for equipment shipping, $4000 to pay off small equipment trade-ins (20 items X $200), and $10000 to pay off large equipment trade-ins (10 items X $1000).
	Timeline: April-May: contact Tufts PIs, gather the information about their old and unused equipment, and identify their needs. June: facilitate inter-lab equipment exchange. July-September: work with Isaac Yang and other representatives from companies for equipment trade-ins. October-November: distribute new or refurbished equipment to Tufts labs, and collect feedbacks. December: reach out to more labs and companies to expand this project.   
	Impact: This project will reduce the waste of unwanted lab equipment, facilitate inter-lab equipment exchange, and help upgrade old equipment to more energy-efficient. Both wet- and dry-labs at Tufts can help others and benefit from this project at the same time.   


